
Friday 10th July 2020 

Home Learning Activities for Holly Class 

Subject Activity Extension 

Maths Today’s lesson is about millilitres. 

 

Here is a link to today’s lesson video: https://vimeo.com/432483882 

 

Complete the worksheet alongside the video. The worksheet can be found on 

the blog. 

 

 
 

English Write your own adventure story about Borrowers or characters who have 

shrunk. 

Watch from 2:16 – 3:20 mins of the clip below to give you more ideas about 

what your miniature character(s) could do: 

Grandpa in my Pocket – Nothing Stops Grandpa: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1yyVO6JXL24 

Try to make your story as dramatic and exciting as 

possible! Remember some of the character reactions 

you have watched this week! You can also use some of 

the words you collected meaning small or big. 

https://vimeo.com/432483882
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1yyVO6JXL24


Warning! Alongside some of the clips viewed this week, there may appear 

advertisements for related film clips. Some of these are inappropriate and should be 

avoided. It is essential that parents monitor that children are remaining on the listed 

page only and are keeping safe online. 

 

Think about: 

Are your characters always small like the Borrowers or have they been 

shrunk like Grandpa or the children in Honey, I Shrunk the Kids? 

Where is your story going to be set?  

Could it be set in your back garden, the street outside or perhaps a room in 

your house? What everyday objects might your small characters come across 

that to them appear huge? You could look around your garden, kitchen or 

lounge for ideas. 

What is going to be the problem in your story?  

Are they trying to return home, to their normal size, or are they trying to 

borrow an object from the human world? 

What obstacles might they face along the way? E.g. Being seen by a 

human, being smelt by a pet, being stood on, becoming trapped etc. 

 

You might choose to plan your writing first using a 

story map or you might simply want to start writing – 

it’s up to you. 

 

Keep re-reading your story to check it makes sense.  

 

Remember to check for spelling and punctuation too.  

 

Enjoy reading your story to your household when you 

have finished. 

SPAG Today’s focus is adverbs. Watch this video clip: 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zwwp8mn/articles/zgsgxfr#:~:text=An%20adverb%20is%20simply%20a,(the%20verb)%20his%20breakfast. 

Have a go at this adverb mini test: 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zwwp8mn/articles/zgsgxfr#:~:text=An%20adverb%20is%20simply%20a,(the%20verb)%20his%20breakfast.


 
 

Topic Free Choice 

Choose an activity from your “School Safari” home learning grid to complete.  

Stilling 

Time 

Cuddle up with your grown up or your favourite soft toy and read a good story. 

 
 


